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Abstract— Physiological records are one of the most relevant
elements to obtain objective information from the patients. The
presence of artifacts in biomedical signals can give misleading
in the analysis of information that these signals give. The blood
pressure signal is one of the records clearly affected by
different artifacts, especially the ones due from the calibration
episodes. We propose a method to reconstruct different
episodes of artifacts in these signals. This method is sustained
on the detection of the events of the signal, differentiating
between to the physiological cycles and the artifacts. The
performance of the method is based on the detection of the
cycles and artifact’s position, the identification of the number
of cycles to reconstruct, and the prediction of the cycle model
used to generate the missing cycles. The parameter 𝑬
represents the difference between the area under the curve
when two events are compared. The value of this parameter is
low when two similar events are compared like the
physiological cycles, whereas it is high comparing a cycle with
an artifact. An adaptive threshold is defined to identify the
artifact episodes. The number of cycles to reconstruct is
generated considering the same number of their neighbours
physiological cycles, to left and right, of the original signal.
Finally, the performance of the method has been analyzed
comparing the number of events and artifacts detected and
their correct reconstruction. According to the results, the
reconstruction error was less than 1% in all cases.

I. INTRODUCTION
A quasi-periodic signal exhibits an irregular periodic
behavior, with recurring patterns. Most biomedical signals
present this type of behavior given the nature of their
physiological processes.
Medicine and technology are becoming more dependent
one each other and necessary to be optimally efficient.
Analysis of physiological signals is a powerful tool in both
clinical diagnosis and health research. The record of
biomedical signals allows to obtain patient information.
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However, these signals can be corrupted by noise, artifacts,
and missing data. Their presence hinders the application of
processing techniques, and their analysis and interpretation.
Some authors have reported this problem in several types
of signals and applications. Reconstruction of artifacts in
electrocardiogram and blood pressure (BP) signals have been
attempted defining a specific model and using its information
in correlated signals to perform the reconstruction, or using
template matching algorithms [1, 2]. Other works are based
on the use of the stationary subspace analysis [3] and
independent component analysis [4 – 7] to remove ocular
artifacts in electroencephalogram recordings.
Time varying spectral analysis has been applied to
reconstruct motion artifacts in the heart rate signal [8].
Empirical mode decomposition has also been used to
reconstruct photoplethysmographic signals with artifacts [9].
Most of these methods are valid only to specific type of
artifacts. Consequently, the development of efficient
algorithms capable of removing or at least identifying
artifacts in the recorded data are critically important.
The blood pressure signal recorded using finger cuff is
one of the most commonly affected by calibration episodes.
Sometimes the correct detection of the pulse in this
measurement is not straightforward. Periods of constant cuff
pressure are used to adjust the correct unloaded diameter of
the finger artery, and the measurement of blood pressure is
temporarily interrupted. To study the dynamics of this signal
over time, it is necessary to reconstruct the cycles omitted by
the calibration. This process is also necessary when the signal
shows external artifacts to the registered physiological
process. The reconstruction will be possible if the form of the
artifact is clearly different from the physiological event.
We present a novel method for reconstruction of the
missing cycles of the blood pressure signal, taking their
neighbours into account, and preserving the dynamics of the
signal according to its physiological behaviour. The
performance of the method is based on detecting the cycles
and artifact’s position, the identification of the number of
cycles to reconstruct, and the prediction of the cycle model
used to generate the missing cycles. We propose the
reconstruction of the blood pressure signals recorded to
cardiomyopathy patients and healthy subjects, using finger
cuff.
II. REAL DATA
The reconstruction method proposed was applied to blood
pressure signals from 10 cardiomyopathy patients and 10
healthy subjects. These records are part of two databases:

HERIS - recorded at the Santa Creu i Sant Pau hospital, in
Barcelona, Spain, according to a protocol previously
approved by the Hospital Ethics Committee [10], and
HEALTH - recorded at the Institute for Bioengineering of
Catalonia [11]. All subjects gave their written consent to
participate in the study.
The patients and healthy subjects were recorded during 30
min in supine position. The patients were registered at a
sampling frequency of 1600 Hz. On the other hand, the
healthy subjects were registered at a sampling frequency of
500 Hz. All signals were resampled at 250 Hz. A wavelet
based denoising algorithm was applied to all the signals [12],
and their linear trend was removed. Figure 1 shows an
example of these signals affected by artifacts due to
calibration.

𝐸(𝑖) = ∑𝑖+𝑀
(2)
𝑗=𝑖 |𝐴𝑖 − 𝐴𝑗+1 | , ∀ 𝑖 = 1, ⋯ , 𝑁 ,
where M is the number of neighbour events considered.
To select the optimum M, the parameter 𝐸 is evaluated
for different values of M. Figure 2 presents an example of
(a) a real signal with some cycles and artifacts, and (b) the
parameter 𝐸 evaluated for different values of M. When the
events are similar, this parameter presents lower value,
whereas if the comparison is between a cycle and an artifact,
its value is higher. According to this test, M = 10 is selected.
In this example, we can observe that with M = 2 or 5, values
of 𝐸 are similar comparing physiological cycles and cycles
with artifacts. Therefore, the threshold of 10 is enough to
differentiate between cycles and artifacts segments.

Figure 2. Excerpt of real blood pressure signal with (a) cycles and
artifacts and (b) the diference beetween area under the curve of the events

Figure 1. Blood pressure signal from (a) Cardiomyopathy patient, and
(b) Healthy subject

𝑇ℎ 𝐸 = ̅̅̅̅
𝐸 + 3 ∗ 𝑆𝐷(𝐸 ) .

III. METHODOLOGY
A. Cycle detection
After signal preprocessing, the position of each cycle is
obtained using a wavelet decomposition method for marking
each local minimum of the signal. The position of each event
is represented by the vector
𝐸 = [ 𝐸1

⋯ 𝐸𝑁 ] ,

This process is repeated for each cycle. The difference
between a physiological cycle and an artifact is defined by
an adaptive threshold (𝑇ℎ 𝐸 ) as a function of the mean value
and 3 standard deviation of 𝐸 parameter:

(1)

where N is the number of events detected in the signal. This
process includes physiological cycles and artifact episodes.
B. Artifact detection
To analyze the morphology of cycles and artifacts, the
area under the curve of each one is calculated. In order to
identify the artifacts, a parameter 𝐸 is defined as the sum of
the difference between these areas (Ai), for each event
analyzed and its following M neighbours:

(3)

To identify the first correct cycle in the signal, the 10
initial events are analyzed, comparing the difference
between the areas of each event and their neighbours. This
cycle is selected if the difference of these areas is less than
or equal 𝑇ℎ 𝐸 . Finally, this cycle is the basis to determine
the thresholds, to identify each artifact, and to generate the
new reconstruction cycle.
The artifact events can have different lengths. To
guarantee that all are detected, the process of identification
is repeated k times. In each iteration, the length of the
maximum artifact detected is compared with the one in the
iteration immediately before. The position of this artifact is
fixed and excluded for the next iteration. Figure 3 presents
an example of this process: (a) represents an excerpt of a real
BP signal with different artifacts; (b) presents the first
iteration, the amplitudes of 𝐸 for each event; (c) and (d)
present the next iterations, in each one discarding the
artifacts overpass the threshold 𝑇ℎ 𝐸 ; and so successively
until there are no amplitudes overpassing the corresponding
threshold. In this case, three iterations are enough to identify

all artifacts to reconstruct, since there are no amplitudes
overpassing its threshold 𝑇ℎ 𝐸 .

Figure 4. An example of the reconstruction episodes when comparing the
difference between the areas under the curve of (a) a cycle with an artifact,
and (b) two physiological cycles
Figure 3. (a) Excerpt of a real BP signal with different episodes of
artifacts, (b) the first iteration shows the amplitude of 𝐸 for each even,
(c) and (d) iterations present next amplitudes of 𝐸 discarding the artifacts
overpass the threshold 𝑇ℎ 𝐸 .

C. Reconstruction
The reconstruction of the artifact is based on the
information of the neighbouring cycles of the original signal.

IV. RESULTS
To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, we
simulated random episodes of artifacts into an excerpt of
clean real signal. Then, the reconstruction process was
applied. Figure 5 is an example of this simulation. We can
observe the superposition of the reconstructed cycles over the
originals. After visual inspection, we observe that the
reconstructed cycles are similar to the original.

 The first step is to determine the length of the episode (le)
to reconstruct, and how many cycles will be used. This
number of cycles is calculated from the mean value of the
neighbouring cycles and the length of the episode.
 Next step is to generate these cycles, using the same
number of physiological cycles to reconstruct, of the left
and the right of the original signal.
The segment is then replaced by crossfading the two
extrapolated values, using the following window [13,14]
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were 𝑢(𝑛) = (𝑛 + 1)⁄𝑙𝑒 , n = 1, , le. Crossfading is
carried out by multiplying the forward extrapolated sequence
by w(n) and the backward extrapolated sequence by
1 − w(n). A linear down–slope is attained with  = 1,
whereas a step-like transition results when a   . The
continuous slope of the window was obtained by  = 3.
Cycles with a value greater than 𝑇ℎ 𝐸 are discarded for
the reconstruction of the signal, and the nearest cycle below
the threshold is used instead.
Figure 4 presents an example of the reconstruction
process, when the cycle is compared with an artifact (a), and
when the events analyzed are two physiological cycles (b).

Figure 5. Superposition of the reconstructed cycles over the originals

The next step was to apply the reconstruction process to
blood pressure signals of 10 cardiomyopathy patients and 10
healthy subjects. Figure 6 shows an example where an
artifact was reconstructed by three physiological cycles. The
length of the artifact episode is modeled with the
neighbouring cycles of the left and right.
The quality of the reconstruction process was also
evaluated comparing:
 the number of artifacts detected in function of the total
artifacts (Detc),
 the number of cycles detected as artifacts in function of
the total cycles (Cwr),
 the number of artifacts no correctly reconstructed in
function of the total artifacts (Rwr).

recording quasi-periodic biomedical signals. Then, these
processes can be included when these signals are studied.
Some of the interesting questions for further research
include the generalization of the method for the
reconstruction of other type of physiological signals.
Summarizing, our propose contribute to minimizing the
problems generated by the different interferences in the
acquisition systems of the biomedical signals.
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